Schultz Center | Tuesday, December 5th, 2017 | 5:00PM – 8:00PM

We have received your registration for the program. We look forward to seeing you!
If you cannot attend, please contact awareforall@ciscrp.org or call 617-725-2750 to cancel your registration.

**REGISTRATION**
Please encourage your friends and family to pre-register! All are welcome to register online at https://aware-jax17.eventbrite.com or call 1-877-MED-HERO (1-877-633-4376).

**FREE FOOD**
Dinner and refreshments will be provided.

**DATE AND TIME**
Tuesday, December 5th, 2017 from 5:00pm – 8:00pm
4:00PM – 6:00PM: Attendee Check-In / Registration / Health Fair & Screenings Start
6:00PM – 6:10PM: Opening Remarks
6:10PM – 7:00PM: Overview Presentation
7:00PM – 7:45PM: Panel Discussion about Clinical Research
7:45PM – 8:00PM: Med Hero Appreciation Ceremony and Raffle

**PLACE**
Gentry Auditorium
Schultz Center
4019 Boulevard Center Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32207

**HEALTH SCREENINGS**
From 4:00PM – 8:00PM. Health Screenings include Blood Pressure, Body Mass Index, Glucose, and Vision.

**PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION**
For transportation information online, visit the following website: http://www.jtafla.com which has a complete listing of public transportation resources, including schedules and maps, or call CISCRP (1-877-633-4376) and a staff member can help!

**DIRECTIONS**
From Northside
Get on I-95 S from Owens Road and Max Leggett Parkway
Continue on I-95 S
Take US-1 ALT S to Art Museum Drive
Take the Art Museum Drive exit from US-1 ALT S
Continue on Art Museum Drive
Drive to Boulevard Center Drive
Continue on Atlantic Boulevard
Take Beach Boulevard to Boulevard Center Drive
From Southside
Get on I-95 N from Southside Boulevard and Baymeadows Road
Follow I-95 N to US-1 ALT N/Emerson Street
Take exit 347 from I-95 N
Continue on US-1 ALT N
Take Beach Boulevard to Boulevard Center Drive

From Eastside
Get on US-1 ALT S
Continue on US-1 ALT S to Art Museum Drive
Take the Art Museum Drive exit from US-1 ALT S
Continue on Art Museum Drive
Drive to Boulevard Center Drive

From Westside
Get on I-10 E
Continue on I-10 E to Atlantic Boulevard
Take the US-90 E exit from FL-10 E
Continue on Atlantic Boulevard
Take Beach Boulevard to Boulevard Center Drive

PARKING Parking at Schultz Center is free-of-charge.

Frequently Asked Questions

FOOD ALLERGIES & RESTRICTIONS
We plan to offer a variety of healthy food choices at the program. If you have a serious allergy or restriction and would like to know the dinner options available in case of any concerns or queries, please email kseider@ciscrp.org.

WHAT IS THE GOAL/OBJECTIVE OF THIS EVENT?
AWARE for All is an educational program free and open to the public for the purpose of providing information to help people make informed decisions about clinical research participation. Since 2003, AWARE for All Clinical Research Education Day has been offered over 65 times in cities across the US, and we are enthusiastic to return to the Jacksonville community to offer this important program. CISCRP has teamed with research and community partners to provide quality speakers and information on clinical research, and nearly 100% of the 6500+ attendees have rated the program as excellent and highly informative. The program will feature free health checks, an Information Alley/Exhibit Area, meaningful presentations from prominent Jacksonville-based medical professionals and community patients, as well as free food and giveaways. For any additional questions, please feel free to email ellyngetz@ciscrp.org.
WHO IS CISCERP?
Founded in 2003, The Center for Information and Study on Clinical Research Participation (CISCERP) is a nonprofit organization founded for the purpose of educating the public, patients, the media, and policy makers in order to promote greater understanding and awareness of the clinical research process. CISCERP is not involved in recruiting patients for clinical trials, nor is it involved in conducting clinical trials. Our staff and board of advisors consist of individuals with highly diverse backgrounds: including government, clinical research, healthcare, and advocacy communities. CISCERP is funded by generous donations from a wide variety of sources, including individuals, research institutions, corporations and foundations.

HOW CAN I HELP SPREAD THE WORD TO MY COMMUNITY?
Great question! We have a number of flyers, sample email blasts, social media posts, newsletter blurbs, etc. Please email cbudd@ciscerp.org to obtain these promotional tools.

ARE EXHIBITORS RECRUITING POTENTIAL STUDY PARTICIPANTS AT THIS EVENT?
No. Exhibitors will not be recruiting potential study participants at this event. The purpose is to provide education and empower our audience to make informed decisions about their health. That being said, our exhibitors will be providing information about their studies in case one is interested in learning more about the current research activity in Jacksonville.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4:00PM – 8:00PM | HEALTH SCREENINGS & INFORMATION ALLEY OPEN  
From 4:00PM – 8:00PM. Screenings include Blood Pressure, Body Mass Index, Glucose and Vision. |
| 6:00PM – 6:10PM | A WARM WELCOME FROM CISCPR  
Ellyn Getz, Senior Manager, Development & Community Engagement, CISCPR |
| 6:10PM – 7:00PM | OVERVIEW PRESENTATION  
“What Clinical Research Means to You”  
Charles D. Burger, MD, Consultant, Division of Pulmonary Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, Mayo Clinic |
| 7:00PM – 7:45PM | PANEL DISCUSSION ABOUT CLINICAL RESEARCH  
Sikander Ailawadhi, MD, Vice-Chair, Clinical Practice, Division of Hematology/Oncology, Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville FL; Associate Professor of Medicine, Mayo Clinic College of Medicine  
Brian Seymour, Ph.D., I (ASCP), Professor/Research Director, Center for the prevention of Health Disparities, Edward Waters College  
Charlotte Clark-Rowe, Women’s Health Advocate, National Cervical Cancer Coalition Jacksonville, FL; Chapter Leader, MHSA  
Michael J. Koren, MD, FACC, CPI, FAPC, CEO and Medical Director ENCORE Research Group  
Jon Fine, PGA Golf Professional  
Rebecca Goldfaden, PharmD, CCRP, Clinical Pharmacist, Director of Clinical Operations, East Coast Institute for Research  
Brendle Miller, Study Participant & Research Advocate |
| 7:45PM – 8:00PM | CEREMONY TO HONOR STUDY VOLUNTEERS, RAFFLE & CLOSING REMARKS |